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Is Chinese steel demand preparing
for a March rebound?

Can the Pakistani scrap market
solve the letter-of-credit issues?

Is Liberty expanding further its
market share in Central and Eastern
Europe?

Is the risk of new limitations to
Mexican steel sales in the US real?

For how long will Turkish post-
earthquake reconstruction sustain
pricing?
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Will European scrap prices restart
their recovery soon?

Pig iron prices remain firm,
support expected from Turkish
scrap market revival
The merchant pig iron market retained its pace in the past week, but activity moved from the
western hemisphere to the east.

The caveat is the Turkey/Syria effect on the scrap market, which has softened somewhat in
the past week, both in demand and prices, also casting a shadow on US and European scrap
markets. Pivotally, US mills' seven-week buying spree secured them robust arrival books.
With Brazilian offers remaining at a firm $480-500/tonne fob for May loading, this forced US
buyers to step back from the market and observe the developments resulting in silenced
trade.

However, towards the end of last week, Turkish demand for both scrap and pig iron
accelerated, and prices rebounded. The tailwinds came from Ankara stating earlier last week
its intention to use around 4 million tonnes of rebar produced in Turkey for reconstruction of
infrastructure and real estate in earthquake-hit areas. It has also reflected in higher billet
demand already, despite some participants' questioning the plans, and some Turkish mills
willing to pay up to $550/t cfr for prompt non-sanctioned Brazilian pig iron cargoes.

As far as eastern supply is concerned, Turkey made various purchases in the past week.
A relatively large – 10,000-tonne – purchase of eastern Ukrainian material was heard at
around $415-420/t fob Black Sea for March loading, with another 10,000t in negotiation and
sellers understood to push for higher prices. This was below Russian suppliers' expectations
of at least $450/t fob Black Sea, with one, just under 20,000t combined lot sold at $440-450/t
fob, for March and May loading, the difference being reflected in the price.

Indeed, Turkish buyers are noted to be seeking prompt cargoes, as opposed to Italy, where
there is no interest for pig iron registered at all at present. Western and northern Europe has
Ukrainian availability at $520/t cfr or $560/t delivered, but the past week brought some
uncertainty into the metallics markets, due to the initial Turkish scrap weakness.

Meanwhile, Asian buyers' ramped-up enquiries have resulted in several sales of Russian
material at $470/t cfr Taiwan for a large consignment, and $480/t for two smaller lots in South
Korea. Ongoing indications of $450/t cfr China brought no discoverable sales last week. The
sales are well below initial offer indications of $500/t fob, but the expected post-Lunar New
Year rebound in ASEAN markets is yet to materialise, a trader adds.
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Pig iron prices continue recovery

Click here to view this graph online
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Global Overview

Asia:Europe:Americas:

Middle East:CIS:

Click here to view this map online
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• Liberty steps in to support
Dunaferr BF restart

• ArcelorMittal raises further HRC
offers

• Benelux scrap down

• Chinese HRC prices look up
• Scrap drops in Vietnam
• Iron ore prices hold in China

• US sheets suppliers raise offers
• US scrap market remains firm
• Rebar prices in US continue

suffering

• CIS billet remains quiet, but
bullish

India:
• Indian HRC prices soften in

Europe
• Indian mills low on scrap

inventories, eyes resuming scrap
• Pakistan scrap importers expect

the IMF agreement to bring
liquidity to the market

• Turkish scrap trade, prices
rebound

• Turkish rebar market bullish on
reconstruction prospects

• GCC HRC market dominated by
Chinese material
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Order Form

Subscribe to Kallanish Steel Weekly
today
Start your subscription to Kallanish Steel Weekly (KSW) today

Kallanish Steel Weekly is a new weekly publication from Kallanish Commodities.

The pricing options for 12 month subscriptions are available below.

To sign up complete the form below and return to us.

Standard: Kallanish Steel Weekly US$ 1900

Premium: Kallanish Steel Weekly US$ 2740

KSW Content:

The publication is filled with market
information, charts and graphs.

• Supplied in PDF
• Pricing Table
• Price Spreads Table
• 8-9 pages
• Special features
• Prices to watch
• Word of the week
• Global heat map

Start my subscription

Yes, please start my subscription so that I can read the Kallanish Steel Weekly.

Please choose your option below:

Option 1: Standard KSW US$ 1900

Option 2: Premium KSW US$ 2740

Payment type:Your details:

Please tick below:

Credit Card:

Name:

Job Title:

Company:

Address:

City:

Country:

Pay by invoice

Pay by credit card

Amex

Mastercard

Visa

Signature: Date:

Phone:

Email:

Name on card:

Card number:

CCV: Expires:

Signature

I confirm I am signing up for a 12 month subscription to KSW

I have read and agreed to the Kallanish Terms and Conditions.
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Contact
If you found this issue of Kallanish Steel Weekly interesting please let us know, we would love to hear from you.

Kallanish - UK
Britannia House
t: +44 7874 008654

Kallanish - Spain
t: +34 910 062 451

Kallanish - Bulgaria
t: +359 896 266 305

Kallanish - China
Shanghai, China
t: +86 182 1728 2941

Kallanish - USA
t: +1 920 253 8934

Kallanish - Singapore
t: +65 9766 8157

General Enquiries:
www.kallanish.com
info@kallanish.com

Social Media:

Copyright 2023 Kallanish. No distribution is permitted without the prior consent of Kallanish. To find out about multiple user accounts or corporate
subscription packages please contact us on info@kallanish.com or on +44 208 735 6520. Use of any information or material provided by Kallanish is
entirely at your risk and in no circumstances is Kallanish responsible for any loss, damage or other negative consequence of use of information or
material by you or anyone else.

Word of the week

Toughness is a measure of a material’s ability to resist
fracture by absorbing the stress and strain imposed by
sudden loading/impact. It tends to improve with increasing
temperature. Tough material may undergo some
deformation in absorbing sudden impacts, and a very
tough material will have high strength (ability to resist
deformation) and high ductility (ability to change shape
without failure). Toughness is the opposite of brittleness.

Toughness


